
JAN 2015 USA & S Canada  
Maps & full details of timing / regions of events: p 2-10  

Major blizzards, snow and 
thundersnow Great Lakes & 
NE quarter of USA.   
SW often very mild/warm.   
NW mostly showery, often 
wintry + cold.    
SE variable, finer later. 
 A dangerous extremely active snowmageddon, 
blizzards - white-out - thundersnow event, Great Lakes, 
Midwest + NE ~21-23 Jan (related to stratospheric event) 
 

Main snow/wind/rain active periods: 
Jan 1-4 (R3s),  8-12 (R5, R3),  15-18 (R3s),  21-23 (R5),  28-31(R3). 

 

 Wild-Jet-Stream - Mini-Ice-Age circulation in USA & world. - Jet Stream generally 
South of normal or split with a strong far South branch, long stretches, meanders & blocks. 
 The changes in circulation giving these often extreme weather patterns will be driven by changes in the 
Solar-Lunar factors which govern the behavior of the Jet stream and are predictable by WeatherAction’s 
revolutionary Solar-Lunar-Action-Technique (SLAT11) months ahead and nothing to do with CO2 changes 
under the failed ‘CO2-Climate Change’ ‘theory’. The wild extremes are consequences of the Wild Jet Stream / 
‘Mini Ice Age (ie on average significantly colder) Climate decades the world has entered. Standard 
Meteorology will run into serious problems this month in SLAT main Red (R4 & R5) periods during which short 
range standard Meteorology forecasts for precipitation will generally need to be doubled and strong wind / 
tornado / thunder / hail risk enhanced.  

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever 
arising from use of forecast information.  Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This 
forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement  
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 Great cold blast end Dec on Cue. 

 
 
 

http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No47.pdf 
WeatherAction USA general pressure development (approx) pattern for Dec 28-31+/-1day, 
produced 40 days ahead, is well followed by most of the important pressure general  
developments which gave a major cold blast from N/NW across most of USA, Low Great 
Lakes, less cold in SE/E, warmer far SW & Low(er) Press NW. 



USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast JANUARY 2015 
P 2. KEY WEATHER PERIODS.  Available directly on line via http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp Prod 30 Dec from choices 16 Dec. 

 

JANUARY 2015 – Key Weather Developments in 8 weather periods SLAT11 (USA)  
JANUARY 1-4 Solar Factors: R3 1-2; R3 3-4 Major cold high pressure in West half USA expands 
East/SE as lows in S/E move NE while getting more active. Low Mexico. Prob low off Vancouver/Pacific 
North West. North central USA very cold with very sharp frosts and snow flurries. West Great Lakes & 
most of Midwest very cold with snow showers. East Great Lakes & NE USA becoming increasingly cold 
& snowy. East/Centre USA (e.g. MO, TN, KY, WV, OH, South IN, South IL) increasingly heavy 
snow/sleet in South parts. Carolinas, Georgia, Florida cloudy + showery, quite mild probably turning 
brighter later. Gulf states mild, some showers. SW (TX, NM, AZ) turning mild/very mild, dry. South 
California mild + mostly bright. West/NW coast showery + coolish. Rockies cold nights becoming fine + 
less cold in central parts. Pacific NW rain/sleet showers especially later. 
 
JANUARY 5-7 Solar Factors:  NSF 5-7 Turning quieter and less windy Cold high pressure centred 
over North of West USA generally shrinks as Mexico low moves North and shallow low develops on 
Eastern seaboard. Quick active low far NE. Light powdery snow far NE USA. Great Lakes + most of 
Midwest heavy sticky snow. SE (NC/SC, GA, parts Florida) becoming showery, mostly cloudy, quite 
mild. Sleet/rain boundary moves north. Gulf states mostly mild with a few showers, variable sky. SW 
(TX, NM, AZ) very mild, some showers possible, variable sky. South California probably mild & dry with 
variable sky. West/NW coast dry, Vancouver bright. North of centre West and centre USA cold, dry, very 
sharp fronts, foggy mornings, bright afternoons in most parts. 
 
JANUARY 8-12 Solar Factors: R5 8-10; R3 11-12 A very active fast changing situation High pressure 
generally remains centered in West half of North USA and extends towards SE with variable active lows 
moving from Gulf/SE to NE. Active lows West Mexico and West coast USA. Massive snowfall, 
blizzards, white-out and thundersnow in huge swathe of USA: most of Great Lakes, Midwest and 
Central-East + NE USA, especially active 8-10th. Sleet/rain boundary to South moves North later in 
period. Georgia/Florida becoming mild + bright (especially later). Gulf states + East TX major thunder 
and tornadoes + giant hail (espec 8-10th). SW parts dust storms + tornadoes espec 8-10th. South 
California quite mild with variable sky, rain + thunder (espec 8-10th). West coast showery. Vancouver 
showery then brighter. South/Central Rockies/Colorado heavy snow + thundersnow + large hail. 
West North parts dry, extremely cold, sharp frosts and fog. 
 
JANUARY 13-15 Solar Factors: NSF 13-14; R3 15 Becoming much quieter with less wind snow and 
rain High pressure to North of West moves East and a low from NW  follows, in a new quasi-mobile 
situation. High probable on West coast. Low West Mexico. Low Gulf. Great Lakes + NE becoming dry 
and fine as old low moves away NE + new high moves in. Florida + Georgia becoming mostly fine, 
sunny and quite warm. Gulf states humid and thundery with sunny periods. Texas mostly dry, fine and 
warm. SW (NM, AZ) very warm, mostly sunny/bright. 
South California warm + mostly fine. West + West Rockies mostly fine + dry. 
Vancouver variable. North of West half USA cold with light snow showers on icy surfaces VERY 
DANGEROUS. West Great Lakes probably turns bright then more cloud but mild later. 

JANUARY 16-20 Solar Factors:  R3 15-16; R3 17-18; NSF 19-20 General large scale West to East 
mobility takes over A march of “thick sandwich” highs and lows across North USA with largely stationary 
low pressure over (West) Mexico and higher pressure South Texas.  Confused state in Gulf but Florida 
probably high pressure later. Great Lakes + NE largely cold and snowy (espec 17-18th) some drifting but 
not extreme. SE + Florida variable showers becoming fine later. West Gulf/West TX mostly fine + dry. 
SW states very warm with thunderstorms and hail 15-18th, quieter and warm later in period. South 
California warm with variable sky + showers then fine and dry. West coast cool with variable sky. 
Vancouver variable, brighter later. North of West half US variable snow showers – dry – showers 
(snow), often very cold with sharp frosts. 
 
JANUARY 21-23 Solar Factors: R5 21-23 An extremely active period probably associated with a 
stratosphere warming event. * *A warming of the lower stratosphere which would have followed from an 
upper stratospheric warming just before mid month A deep ferocious low tracks from West to Great 
Lakes and then NE. High pressure East coast. High pressure over most of West builds later and 
advances Eastwards in a very large scale pattern. Low pressure Mexico very active. Low pressure in 
(West) Gulf. Extreme blizzards, white out + powdery snow/thundersnow over most of Great Lakes 
+North of Great Lakes. Blizzards of thick more sticky snow + thundersnow over whole of 
Midwest and a large swathe of N/E USA. Tornado development with the thundersnow very likely. 
S/East coast mostly dry and bright/mild. Gulf states thunderstorms, tornadoes + giant hail. SW USA 
major thunder + duststorms. South California very warm + thundery with large hail. West coast thundery 
showers. NW variable then mostly fine. North of West USA cold, cloudy, icing + ice storms likely. 
 
JANUARY 24-27 Solar Factors: NSF A much quieter/slacker period and a change in circulation 
pattern. As active low in previous period moves NE & fills a shallow low from Gulf moves NE in a 
different circulation pattern. High North of West USA. High off East coast. High off West coast. 
Mexico low. NE USA light showers, cloudy + cool. East parts mostly mild, dry & becoming fine. Gulf 
states warm + humid with thundery showers. Texas becoming warm & sunny. SW (NM, AZ) probably 
very mild/warm with threat of thunder. South California variable sky + mostly dry. West coast dry fine + 
cool. Vancouver/Seattle variable sky, rain/sleet showers. North of West (MT, WY, ND, SD) dry, fine, 
cold + frosty. 
 
JANUARY 28-31Solar Factors:  R3 28-29; R3 30-31 Change to static active situation Lows in SE 
quarter of USA.  More NE & a static expanding high builds there. Active low in NE with fronts over Great 
Lakes.  Low Mexico. Probably low West coast later. High pressure in West-North weakly linked to high 
SE. Heavy snow Great Lakes, Midwest + NE USA (powdery in Canada, sticky in New England). Mostly 
dry with variable sky + fog SE quadrant of USA. Showery in (S) Florida. SW USA very mild/warm, 
duststorms + some thunder. South California warm, dry + variable sky. (Centre) West coast showery. 
Pacific NW Vancouver, Seattle cold + showery. North of West half USA cold + snowy. Central Rockies 
cloudy, misty & drizzly. 

 
MAPS of Weather periods p 3 onwards    To Watch, Comment or Report on  forecasts go to the public blogs www.WeatherAction.com - Comments  
 
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.  Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This 
forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement  



 

 

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast JANUARY 2015 - MAPS 
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JANUARY 1-4 Forecast   Confidence B = 75%.   Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.  
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Approx Wind cold/warm  
Approx Track of Low/High 

Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 1-4 
 

Solar Factors:  
R3 1-2; R3 3-4 
Major cold high pressure in 
West half USA expands 
East/SE as lows in S/E move 
NE while getting more active. 
Low Mexico. Prob low off 
Vancouver/Pacific North West 
 

North central USA very cold with 
very sharp frosts and snow flurries. 
West Great Lakes & most of 
Midwest very cold with snow 
showers. 
East Great Lakes & NE USA bec 
increasingly cold & snowy. 

East/Centre USA (e.g. MO, TN, 
KY, WV, OH, South IN, South IL) 
increasingly heavy snow/sleet in 
South parts. 

Carolinas, Georgia, Florida cloudy 
+ showery, quite mild probably 
turning brighter later. 
Gulf states mild, some showers. 
SW (TX, NM, AZ) turning mild/very 
mild, dry. 
South California mild + mostly 
bright. 
West/NW coast showery + coolish. 
Rockies cold nights becoming fine 
+ less cold in central parts. 
Pacific NW rain/sleet showers 
especially later. 
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 JANUARY 5-7 Forecast   Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 5-7 
 
Solar Factors:  
NSF 5-7 
Turning quieter & less windy 
Cold high pressure centred 
over North of West USA 
generally shrinks as Mexico 
low moves North and shallow 
low develops on Eastern 
seaboard. 
Quite active low far NE. 
Light powdery snow far NE USA. 

Great Lakes + most of Midwest 
heavy sticky snow. 

SE (NC/SC, GA, parts Florida) 
becoming showery, mostly cloudy, 
quite mild. 
Sleet/rain boundary moves north. 
Gulf states mostly mild with a few 
showers, variable sky. 
SW (TX, NM, AZ) very mild, some 
showers possible, variable sky. 
South California probably mild & 
dry with variable sky. 
West/NW coast dry, Vancouver 
bright. 
North of centre West and centre 
USA cold, dry, very sharp fronts, 
foggy mornings, bright afternoons 
in most parts. 
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 JANUARY 8-12 Forecast   Confidence A = 85%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 8-12 
 

Solar Factors:  
R5 8-10; R3 11-12 
A very active fast changing 
situation 
High pressure generally remains 
centered in West half of North USA 
and extends towards SE with 
variable active lows moving from 
Gulf / SE to NE. 
Active lows West Mexico and West 
coast USA. 

Massive snowfall, blizzards, 
white-out and thundersnow in 
huge swathe of USA: most of 
Great Lakes, Midwest and 
Central-East + NE USA, 
especially active 8-10th. 
Sleet/rain boundary to South moves 
North later in period. 

Georgia/Florida becoming mild + bright 
(especially later). 
Gulf states + East TX major thunder and 
tornadoes + giant hail (espec 8-10th). 
SW parts dust storms + tornadoes espec 
8-10th. 
South California quite mild with variable 
sky, rain + thunder (espec 8-10th). 
West coast showery. 
Vancouver showery then brighter. 

South/Central Rockies/CO heavy 
snow + thundersnow + large hail. 

West North central parts dry, extremely 
cold, sharp frosts and fog. 

Approx Wind cold/warm  
Approx Track of Low/High 

Very active fast changing situation 
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 JANUARY 13-15 Forecast  Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 13-15 
 

Solar Factors:  
NSF 13-14; R3 15 
Becoming much quieter with 
less wind snow and rain 
High pressure to North of West 
moves East and a low from 
NW follows, in a new quasi-
mobile situation. 
High probable on West coast. 
Low West Mexico. Low Gulf. 
Great Lakes + NE becoming dry 
and fine as old low moves away NE 
+ new high moves in. 
Florida + Georgia becoming mostly 
fine, sunny and quite warm. 
Gulf states humid and thundery 
with sunny periods. 
Texas mostly dry, fine and warm. 
SW (NM, AZ) very warm, mostly 
sunny/bright. 
S California warm + mostly fine. 
West + West Rockies mostly fine 
and dry. 
Vancouver variable. 
North of West half USA cold with 
light snow showers on icy surfaces 
VERY DANGEROUS. 
West Great Lakes probably turns 
bright then more cloud but mild 
later. 
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 JANUARY 16-20 Forecast Confidence B=75% Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 16-20 
 

Solar Factors:  
R3 15-16; R3 17-18; NSF 19-20 
General large scale West to 
East mobility takes over 
A march of “thick sandwich” 
highs and lows across North 
USA with largely stationary 
low pressure over (West) 
Mexico and higher pressure 
South Texas.  Confused state 
in Gulf but Florida probably 
high pressure later. 
 

Great Lakes + NE largely cold and 
snowy (espec 17-18th) some drifting 
but not extreme. 
SE + Florida variable showers 
becoming fine later. 
West Gulf/West TX mostly fine+dry. 
SW states very warm with 
thunderstorms and hail 15-18th, 
quieter and warm later in period. 
South California warm with variable 
sky + showers then fine and dry. 
West coast cool with variable sky. 
Vancouver variable, brighter later. 
North of West half US variable 
snow showers – dry – showers 
(snow), often very cold with sharp 
frosts. Approx Wind cold/warm  

Approx Track of Low/High 
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 JANUARY 21-23 Forecast   Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 21-23 
 

Solar Factors:  
R5 21-23 
An extremely active period 
probably associated with a 
stratosphere warming event. * 
*A warming of the lower stratosphere which would 
have followed from a solar driven upper 
stratospheric warming (just) before mid month 

A deep ferocious low tracks from 
West to Great Lakes and then to NE. 
High pressure East coast. 
High pressure over most of West builds 
later and advances Eastwards in a very 
large scale pattern. 
Low pressure Mexico very active. 
Low pressure in (West) Gulf. 
Extreme blizzards, white out + 
powdery snow/thundersnow over 
most of Great Lakes +North of Great 
Lakes. 
Blizzards of thick more sticky snow 
+ thundersnow over whole of 
Midwest and a large swathe of N/E 
USA. Tornado development with the 
thundersnow very likely. 
S/East coast mostly dry and brightish/mild. 
Gulf states thunder, tornadoes + giant hail. 
SW USA major thunder + duststorms. 
South California very warm + thundery with 
large hail. 
West coast thundery showers. 
NW variable then mostly fine/bright. 
North of West USA cold, cloudy, icing + ice 
storms likely. 
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 JANUARY 24-27 Forecast  Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate. 
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Key Weather Development 
JANUARY 24-27 
 
Solar Factors:  
NSF  
A much quieter/slacker period 
and a change in circulation 
pattern. 
As active low in previous period 
moves NE & fills a shallow low 
from Gulf probably moves NE in 
a different circulation pattern. 
High in North of West USA. 
High off East coast. 
High off West coast. 
Mexico Low. 
NE USA light showers, cloudy+cool. 
East parts mostly mild, dry & 
becoming fine. 
Gulf states warm + humid with 
thundery showers (decreasing). 
Texas becoming warm & sunny. 
SW (NM, AZ) probably very 
mild/warm with threat of thunder. 
South California variable sky + 
mostly dry. 
West coast dry fine + cool. 
Vancouver/Seattle variable sky, 
rain/sleet showers. 
North of West (MT, WY, ND, SD) 
dry, fine, cold + frosty. 
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Key Weather Development   
JANUARY 28-31 
 

Solar Factors:   
R3 28-29; R3 30-31 
Change to ~static pattern in 
active situation 
Lows in SE quarter of USA.  
moved NE & a static 
expanding high builds there. 
Active low in NE with fronts 
over Great Lakes.   
Low Mexico. 
Probably low West coast later. 
High pressure in West-North 
weakly linked to high SE. 
Heavy snow Great Lakes, Midwest 
+ NE USA (powdery in Canada, 
sticky in New England). 
Mostly dry with variable sky + fog 
SE quadrant of USA. 
Showery in (S) Florida. 
SW USA very mild/warm, 
duststorms + some thunder. 
South California warm, dry + 
variable sky. 
(Center) West coast showery. 
Pacific NW Vancouver, Seattle cold 
+ showery. 
N of West half USA cold + snowy. 
Central Rockies cloudy, misty & 
drizzly..   
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